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Mahoney Returns-To U/B 
As Criminal Procedure Prof 
File photo 
Back From England, 
Dean Plans To Stay 
by Wendy Cohen 
After a summer and fall 
spent researching the social 
and economic origins of real 
property law at Oxford Univer­
sity, Thomas Headrick has 
returned to resume his position 
as Dean of tl:ie U/8 Lctw Sc;hpol, 
saying simply, "I'm happy ~o 
be back." 
Headrick's research focused 
on land transactions in 
medieval England from the 
late eleventh to the early six­
teenth century, beginning with 
The Doomesday Book, the first 
recorded evidence of land­
holdings in England. The 
Doomesday Book, dated 1086, 
evidences the roots of the 
complicated system of rela­
tionships underlying the feudal 
land system, as it surveys the 
holdings of "barons," French 
warriors·brought to England by 
William the Conqueror to 
soldify his position. Headrick 
noted that in the last 25 years, 
much new evidence on the use 
of land and the development 
of real property law has been 
uncovered, which was not 
available to earlier authorities 
on the subject such as 
Holsworth, Pollack, and 
Mason. 
In the library at Oxford 
University, Headrick found 
translations of land transac-
tions, beginning late in the 
twelfth c;entury durlnti the 
reign of Richard the First, and 
continuing untW the early six-
teenth century. He examined 
between 700 and 800 of these 
transactions from four dif-
ferent regions of England in 
order to learn more about who 
was transferring property to 
whom and for how much 
money; how property was 
divided · between family 
members; and how future in-
terests were established. To 
check the accuracy of the 
translations, Headrick also ex-
amined original records at the 
Public Records Office in Lon-
·don. 
Headrick also took his place 
in the scholarly community at 
by Wendy Cohen 
"I thought it would be an in­
teresting opportunity to recon­
sider fundamental aspects of 
the body of law I deal with 
every day,"' stated Buffalo 
lawyer Mark Mahoney, ex­
plaining why, ten years after 
his graduation from UJB Law 
School, he has retulned to 
teach Criminal Procedure. 
Mahoney, an attorney with 
the firm of Diebold, Berm­
ingham, Corman, Brown and 
Cook, is well known in Buffalo 
for · his defense of several 
highly publicized cases, in-
eluding Joseph Christopher, 
convicted of being the · ".22 
caliber killer," whose case is 
now on appeal, and two Irish 
nationalists arrested in 1982 
for ·offenses related to their at­
tempt to enter the country. His 
prior teaching experience in­
eludes conducting seminars as 
Chairman of the New York Bar 
Association Criminal Law Com­
mittee, aod cond1,1cting a T.rial 
Technique section for third­
year students ·last semester. 
Reflecting on the difference 
between teaching a group of 
ninety students Criminal Pro­
cedure and teaching eight 
stu·dents trial technique, 
Mahoney said that the main 
problem is "communication." 
He added, "Fewer students will 
take the risk of speaking in 
class,," when there are ninety 
other students present, The 
Criminal Procedure class is 
problem-oriented: the students 
are divided into small groups 
and work jointly on each 
assignment, whether written or 
for class discusssion, much as 
law firms work together. 
Oxford University, becoming a ,. Mahoney hopes that the small 
member of the senior common group approach will heJp in­
room at Lincoln College, atten- crea~e class participation, and 
continued on page 6 says that he will get an idea 
from ttle written assignments 
how much material students 
are absorbing. 
Mahoney's views on 
criminal law have been in­
fluenced by the politically 
volatile environment of the 
late 60's and early 70's when 
he attended· college and law 
school. As an undergraduate at 
Notre Dame, Mahoney was a 
draft counselor, and the first 
court action he was involved in 
occurred when the university 
enjoined students from using 
the placement office. Addi­
tionally, only two weeks after 
. he started law school in 1971, 
the Attica rebellion broke out. 
The Attica cases were the first 
major ·cases Mahoney worked 
on for his firm, (then known as 
Doyle, Diebold and Berm­
inghall!) after graduating from 
law school. "It was not an at­
mosphere that would allow 
one to forget the importance 
of criminal procedure, in the 
. struggle for· a just - society," 
Mahon commented. 
Comparing U/B Law School 
today with the school ten years 
ago when he was a student, 
Mahoney noted positively that 
the school has retained its 
commitment to a grading 
system that "doesn't en­
courage self-consumptive 
competition for simple 
numerical superiority," and 
that the school still has the • 
capacity to attract better 
quality students because of its 
low costs. He also remarked 
that the school had not 
become "stodgy" because it 
isn't trapped by a commitment 
·to any particular style . 
Although he feels law practice 
is becoming increasingly 
specialized, Mahoney stressed 
·the importance of a good core 
curriculum, such as the one at 
U/8, remarking "You can't 
specialize until you master the 
fundamental tools :'' 
Discussing his interest in 
criminal procedure, Mahoney 
pointed out: "Rights that are 
continued on e 6 
··tf,assroom Conflicts. 
Affect ExaITl Dates 
The Law School administra­ O'Brian will be available for a 
tion plans to announce a major four-hour (exam-length) block 
revision of the spring final ex­ any day of that week. 
.am in at ion schedule, in exam schedule,The which 
response to a scheduling con­ will be revised to reflect this 
flict with undergraduate class problem, may bear no 
.usage of O'Brian Hall during resemblance to the one 
the week of April 30, Associate distributed late last year,
Dean John H. Schlegel an­ Schlegel indicated. He did not 
nounced last week. . say when the revised schedule 
Since the Law School spring would be made available. 
semester begins and ends a The deadline for adding
week earlier than that of the courses, even by force­
rest of the University, registration, is Friday, February 
undergraduate classes are 3. More information about the 
scheduled in O'Brian Hall dur­ exam schedule will appear in 
ing the first week set aside for the February 15 issue of The 
law school finals. According to Opinion. · · 
: Schie el onl one room in 
, 
U/8 Law School Hosts Mugel Competition 
February 13 in Room 8 terested 1n the field, we feel it The Mugel Competition pro­ Other Moot Court News 
by Mary Ellen Berger O'Brian. is only right to open the Com- blem has been mailed to law Bill Hochul and Dan Pease. 
petition to non-Moot Court schools nationwide which have who represented U/B Law 
Participation Urged teams," asserted Dan Pease, either entered the Competition School at the National Moot 
The Eleventh Annual Albert Director of the Moot Court in the past or requested infor­ Court Competition held in 
R. Mugel Tax Competition, For the 1984 Mugel Com­ Board. This year, "simply the mation regarding participa­ Syracuse, New York, in 
sponsored by U/B's Moot Court petition, the U/B Moot Court best two teams of all in- tion. All schools have the op­ November, advanced to the 
Board, will be held at the Law Board has introduced a new re­ terested" will be chosen to tion of sending one or two two­ semi-final oral rounds and 
School on March · 9 and 10, quirement that a.II aspiring par­ compete against other schools person teams to argue at U/B, were awarded Third Best Brief 
·1984. This national Competi- · ticipants first compete in an in­ in the national rounds in and of decic!ing whether or not in the Eastern Regionals. The 
tion, which is named after one school moot court exercise. In March, added Pease. to conduct in-school competi- Competition problem concern­
of U/B Law's alumni (class of past years participation in the The in-school oral argument tion prior to entrance in the ed securities fraud and the 
1941 ). traditionally presents a Mugel was open only to Moot competition will be held on Fri- final rounds in March. Two Racketeer Influenced and Cor­
'problem concerning two Court Board members who day and Saturday, Februarv. 24 preliminary rounds of oral rupt Organizations Act. 
unresolved ·issues in the tax decided among , themselves and 25. A letter ·of intent to arguments will be . held on Due to an administrative ' 
' field which must be briefed which teams would represent compete must be sl.i'bmitted by March 9, followed by a ·oversight, U/B will not be < 
and orally argued. This year's U/B. Increased student interest all participants by Monday, cocktail party for all com­ represented this year in the 
problem, written by Prof. Ken in the Competition, however, February 13, at 5:00 p.m. Writ- petitors·, and quarter-, semi-, Jessup International Law Moot 
Joyce with "editorial ·and has necessitated this new re­ ten briefs which must adhere· and final rounds will be held Court Competition. According 
theoretical· assistance from quirement. · Last year, one to the official Mugel rules on March 10, followed by an to International Law Society 
Prof. Del Cotto," concerns Moot Court and one non-Moot regarding format are due on awards dinner. The entire President Chrys Vergos, the 
both the tax benefit rule and Court .team argued for U/B. Friday, February 11; "t 5:00 Muael Competition is funded mandatory entrance fee did 
deductions for educational ex­ "Since we have such a strong p.m. There is no , fee for ~n- by the 5125-per-team entrance not reach the Competition 
penses and is available to all tax program here at U/8 Law trance in the in-school com- fee paid by participating organizers by the required 
interested students until •and so many students · in- petition. teams. date. · 
--
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- Editorial-----------------
Letter to the Dean 
Dear Tom-Wished You Were Here 
We're sorry it took us so long to write, Dean Headrick . By the 
time we thought about dropping you a line and the time came for 
actually putting it in the post, well , it was almost time for you to 
come home' Anyway, a hearty "welcome back" is in order. Not 
that we didn' t appreciate every minute of Schlegel 's temporary 
deanship, mind you . (How about him teaching Sales and Secured 
on such short notice? The buck really must stop at the Dean's 
door.) We simply felt , and we 've heard Schlegel to agree, that 
some things would just have to wait for your return. So before 
you get too busy with your deanly duties, we wanted you to be 
up-to-date on what some of those important things were. 
Let 's start with the undergraduates; after all, it seemed that 
they showed up on the very day that you got back! We hate to 
say it, but this time they've gone too far. It's not just that they've 
got classes scheduled in our classrooms; they've made our 
hallways look like the Kensington during rush hour. Moreover, 
it's awfully coincidental that we had that outburst of anti-semitic 
graffiti during their first week in the building; it's an absolute em­
barrassment to have such conduct within the walls of our law 
. ·schoor. We won' t even mention the undergradi1ates in the •~ibrary 
this time, but take our word: if the solution to the exam schedul­
ing crisis (a story in itself) involves us· having to take more out-of­
class finals , we'll have a lot to complain about when it comes to 
the non-law school use of our library. If you walk through the . 
building, you'll see that a lot of professors have posted signs in­
dicating they've moved their non-law classes out of O'Brian Hall; 
so, since undergraduates -don' t belong here, and their professors 
don't want to be here, we think you 've got a good argument for 
keeping the law school out of the university's square-footage 
solutions·. · · · 
Then there's the money situation . You 've probably heard all 
about the way the University screwed up on the work-study pro-
. gtam;· ahd y·ou ·may·have he·ard some of the proposals for dealing 
with it. On the long-term agenda, you should give serious con­
sideration to a proposal Steve Wickmark has mentioned to us 
whereby the Law School would have more direct control ove; 
financial aid distribution among law students . With this control 
would come extra responsibility for processing, of course, but we 
think it a fair trade. (Maybe you could get work-study students to 
do the paperwork .) More immediately, we'd like to know what 
the proposed state budget has in store for us. Since we're the on­
ly program of our kind in SUNY, often we' re lost in the shuffle· 
right now, we don't know if tuition is going up next year, much 
less by what amount. Naturally, we hope you'll do everything in 
your power to prevent or limit any increase. It'd also be kind of 
nice to know how much SUSTA will be awarded before the 
school year begins; it's now February and we still don't know how 
much this year's SUSTA is worth. On the expenditure side, we're 
looking forward to providing open forum for you, the faculty and 
the students on the subject of where money for fac·ulty and sup­
port staff shoul~ be added and cut. In particular, a lot of us think 
that the Clinic and Trial Technique programs are not places to 
apply the knife; we'd even like to see them expanded. 
. Was that you we saw down on the third floor last week, hang­
mg around the Job Board? We appreciate your interest in our 
futures; as the New York City program and "Upstate 
Consortium" showed, this year isn't the rosiest of all time. We 
wonder (and perhaps you should) whether the "Career Develop­
ment" office has changed its priorities in response to the current 
job climate. Sure, they're running resume-writing workshops 
again, but wouldn't it be nice if there were similar workshops for 
interviewing and other aspects of the selection process? What 
ever happened to the Model Law Firm program. a feature that 
once distinguished this place from the "garden variety" law 
school? (These days, the part-time clerks and e~-paralegals are 
the only ones with hands-on exposure to actual legal practice.) 
How about a word-processor or two (or three, or four...) that 
everyone in the school could use to mass-produce cover letters 
like only a few may now do? We are fully in favor of any other 
improvements, provided that they will be for the benefit of all 
students using the school's placement services. We cannot 
ascribe to · anyone's "trickle-down" theory, and we hope you 
won't, either, when it comes to our future placements. 
We could go on, but we really must close. You are, as always, 
welcome to respond in or out of our printed pages. 
· Pip-pip and tally ho, 
Mar'(_ Ellen Ray 
Wendy Andy 
Bob 
Page two ' i !Opinion 
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Financ~al Aid Update;oA raaau uaarNer.:r,vwr:ua:¥s r:u¥trt=%1Y\saAnsr P¾s 
Work Study Grants Cut 
cutback should not significant­those excess hours and insureby Steve Wickmuk 
payment . At this point, ly affect summer 1984 work 
study funds . Work study cutback: As those however, the Financial Aid Of­
affected already know, the fice is firm on the question of Additional Fi.,ancial News 
University Financial Aid office payment for houi;s worked in 
· Please note that February 28recently announced a drastic excess of the revised alloca­
1984 is the last possible day t~ cutback in the amount of tion after January 19, 1984. 
have your applications in forWork Study funds available for In order to determine how 
1984-85 financial aid. This in­the remainder of the current mud1 money you have remain­
cludes only NDSL and Workschool year. The effect of this ing in your own work study ac­
Study-not TAP, SUSTA ofcutback is that persons receiv- count, subtract the amount 
GS L. Applications areing work study funds have had received as of December 24, 
avai1able in this office (Roomtheir allocations cut by 1983, as shown on your pay 
25-40% . slip, from the amount showing 314), at A & R, and at the Finan­
cial Aid Satellite Office inAccodirng to Cheryl on your notification letter as 
Room 232 Capen. SummerKishbaugh, Work Study Coor- your revised allocation . If you 
1984 Work Study is included in dinator for the University have any specific questions 
this application.Financial Aid Office, the cut- regarding this matter, you 
back was necessitated by a should call Cheryl Kishbaugh 
One more note of particularmuch higher than normal rate at 831-3724 or see me. 
of acceptance for work study As the letter notifying interest to third year students. 
this year coupled with a higher students of the cutback in­ Sallie Mae, tt\e Student Loan 
than expected rate of place- dicates, you may be able to ob­ Marketing Service,. is tem­
ment. In all, according to tain additional money from a porarily out of business. It is 
Kishbaugh, the Financial Aid "guaranteed student loan sup­ expected that by graduation 
Office over-allocated approx- plement, provided of course time they will have been 
imately $350,000. that you have not already rechartered--by Congress, but 
For Law students the cut- received a full $5,000 loan for you' should expect that the 
back means that many student the current year . Naturally this new terms available to 
who had counted on working process involves reapplying for students interested in their ser­
the bulk of their work study a CSL and waiting the vices will not be as favorable 
hours during the second obligatory 8-12 weeks for your as in the past. I will keep you 
semester come out the biggest money. informed of further 
losers. For reasons not yet One additional note: this developments. 
made clear, the Financial Aid 
Office chose to reduce 
students' allocations, not by a Explore The Issues 
uniform amount or even by an· 
equal proportion of the The public ·is invited to ex- on "Despair, Denial and 
_origi!l.al -alloca~ion, .but .~ath~r . . .plore• _"Current :issues in . the Holocaustic Thinki.ng" and 
the students' allocations are Nuclear Weapons Era;, ·in a Richard Herskowtiz, director 
reduced .SO% of the remaining free, four-part seminar series of Disaster Preparedness Plan­
balantt!-irl-theil'. acc'ount•an,f lo be offel'ed ~t SUN¥ at Bui-'. ning for New: York State on 
December . 24, 1983. Thus falo . Sponsored by the · "Emergency :Management and 
students who worked 50% of American Medical Student Nuclear War." 
t~e l'Vailall)le !,ours ~duril')~ ,t"e : ,Association jind~the . -vye~t~m "Weapons Delivery Systems 
!•_rst se~ester lost 25~ _<?f their New York Chapter of Physi- .!lnd the Strategi_c Balance" will 
total allocation, while students cians for Social Responsibility, be discussed . February· .8 by 
who had pla~ned to w?rk the seminars will be held from Walter Simpson, U/B energy 
~5:.80% of their hours during 7:30 to 9:30 p .'m. in Room G-26 conservation' officer, followed 
the sec-ond semester-as many Farber Hall on U/B's Main by U/B professor of political 
Law . stude_nts do-~tand to Street campu,s. According to science Dr, Jerome Slater who 
l'tse up_to 40% of their' original seminar coordlnator Dr.- Tim will spe~k -on . "Counterforce 
allocation. Byers, assistant professor in Strategy and U.S. Defense ! 
Although the notice to the U/B Department of Spcial Policy." 
students was dated January 19, and Preventive Medicine, the The final seminar . on 
1984, the_letter states_ that the series will focus on topics rang- February 15 will feature Dr. 
cutback is/was effective as of ing from the biological and Francis Lestingi (Ph .D .), 
December 24, 1983. In the psychological effects of · associate professor of egos­
unusual event that some nuclear weapons to arms con- cience at Buffalo State Univer­
students manag~d to work trol and nuclear weapons sity College, on "Arms Con'trol: 
enough hours during !he b~eak systems. Some Lessons From History" 
to put them over their revised and James Mang director of 
allocation, the Financial Aid Speakers and topics for the Western New' York Peace 
Office has agreed to honor February 1 are U/B professor of Center, on "Current Arms Con-
psychiatry Dr. Norman Solkoff trol Efforts ." 
-Letter-------
Appreciate The -Arts M oot Board 
,, 
There is life outside of the faculty of the EastmanCommended O'Brian Hall, and culture en­ School of Music, the Cleveland 
thusiasts have many options to Quartet regularly tours theOn Desmond choose from when study steam United- States, Canada, 
flags: Western Europe and Japan, 
To the Editor: Wednesday, February 1 and has also been heard in 
Music: The renowned South America, New Zealand, 
I would like to-take this op­ Cleveland Quartet, formerly in Australia, Turkey, Israel, 
portunity to thank the Moot residence at U/B, will open the Greece and Yugoslavia . 
Court Board for its extensive second · installment of this Quartet members are Peter 
efforts in seeking minority and season's Slee Beethoven String Salaff and Donald Weil~rstein, 
female attorneys and judges to Quartet Cycle at 8:00 p.m., violin, Atar Arad; viola, and 
participate in judging this Slee Concert Hall , Amherst Paul Katz, cello . The 
year's Desmond Moot Court campus. The much lauded · Cleveland will play the Slee 
Competition . Being both a quartet played a Presidential concerts on four of Nicolo 
female and a black com­ inaugural concert at the White Paganini's own Stradivariuses, 
petitor, I appreciated seeing House and were the first four re-markable instruments 
black and female judges. The classical artists invited to per­ included in the permanent col­
racial and ethnic minorities in form on the Grammy Awards lection of the Corcoran Gallery 
the law school may be few in telecast. They will perform of Art in Washington. Tickets 
number, but it is good to know Quartet No. 11, Op. 95 in F are S2 for students, available 
that our presence is noticed Minor; Quartet No. 6, Op. 18, at Harriman Hall Ticket Of­
considered, .and acted upon. i No. 6 in B-flat Major;and fice, South (Main Street) cam­
hope the Board will continue Qu~rtet No. 15, Op. 132 in A pus, 8 Capen Hall, North 
these efforts. I will be glad to Minor. The Cleveland's RCA (Amherst) campus, and at the 
help in any way I can. releases have received six door. 
Thank you Grammy nominations and · Opus: Classics Live, concert 
Deborah Marie Williams "Best of Ye'ar" awards from of Mozart compositions broad-
·Second Year Law Student Time "",1 c ... ,eo Review. On ' 1 1 rontim•~ on oa11e 4 
..•.... 
Commentary 
This Law School and . /:ts ''En/ightened'' -Left 
by Randy Donatelli not adhere to· ·one or more of Con/torts, "make the argu­
the following: Feminism, ment" in the best "enlighten­It's actually quite simple. All Socialism, Pr0e.Labor sym­ ed" traditioi:i. Remember that you have to do is follow the pathies, Affirmative Action, in Property, private property ispopular wisdom as expounded Gay Rights, Free Speech, not legitimate-and · !:>esides,by this school's more Walter Mondale or Phil we all know that most private
enlightened students and Don·ahue. property is owned by thosefaculty members. Remember, bad guys that were describedthat to be a hero/heroine, you in the second paragraph. In 
must be :'enlightened." If you want to be popular Criminal Law and Procedure,First of all, let's get some of with the women in the Law the police are Fascists and
the basic axioms down pat. School, all you have to do is criminals are victims of a 
Always remember that the bad keep one ear finely tuned to society that left them with no people of society are white the male law students and pro­ choice but to rob and kill . In 
males, gays not included. If fessors and wait for them to Constitutional Law keep in 
these guys had their way all say "girl" instead of "woman." mind that the Equal Protection 
women would be barefoot, As soon as they do, chastise Clause is a panacea for socie­pregnant, and in the kitchen; them in front of everybody for ty's problems, and a command 
rape would be legalized; and being insensitive male for a perfectly egalitarian
minorities would be given a chauvinists and for wanting all society. Labor Law heroes are 
one-way ticket to their native women to be barefoot, preg­ those who know that thenant, etc. lands, except, of course, workers really own the fac­
American Indians who would tories and that the manage­
be shot on sight. It's a good Classroom comments by men t wants to reduce 
thing that there are places like "entightened" students are minimum wage to a nickel an 
U/B Law School to expose really the stuff that hour. In Family Law make sure 
these awful truths. heroes/heroines are made of. If to advocate sex-neutral 
the class is Contracts, language, homosexual mar­
The second axiom to remember that a contract is a riages, and other such things. 
remember is that there are coercive device be~een par­
really only two types of peo­ ties 9f unequal bargaining 
ple: the "Enlightened" and the power which is advocated and 
"Fascists" (also known as con­ enforced by the state. The law To be an SBA hero/heroine
servatives, Republicans, or of Torts evolved to protect the all you have to do is propose
Reaganites). Usually you can wealth of Capitalists against resolutions, but in so doing 
spot a Fascist a mile away. the claims of those they have remember not to put it on the 
Fascists are those guys who do exploited . If the · class is agenda and to limit discussion 
Meanderings 
The- Warmth of Pq.radise 
by Andy H. Viets Upon the advice of a friend, fered me a cup of coffee 
before departing for the land (decaffeinated) which I im­
There is no doubt in my ot-.sunshine ·and warmth (I· had n'lediatefy · proceeded to spill 
mind that everyone is wonder- nearly forgotten what they an over my pants. It was at 
ing what I did for my Christmas were like), I purchased two that point in my life that I 
vacation, so I will devote this properly conservative looking discovered that coffee does 
space to letting you know (that suits (one gray, the other a dark not look particulary well on a 
is, if you haven't already guess- blue pinstripe). To say the gray suit. Luckily, though, I 
ed). least, I found myself to be a was early and had time to dry 
First, I managed to survive tad overdressed. off. 
two miserable weeks on Long The secretary at the first This second interview ac­
Island, but then I travelled to firm I interviewed with was · tually consisted of meetings 
paradise, utopia itself, the very pleasant. with four members of the firm, 
State of California. This latest "Would you like something one after another, lasting a 
pilgrimage to my adopted to drink or munch on while you total of about two hours. None 
homeland, however, was more wait?" she asked. of them wore a jacket and two 
than just a pleasure seeking "A cup of coffee would be hadn't bothered with shoes: 
adventure. It was a business nice," I responded. Only one was wearing a tie, 
trip (really). As always, from She looked et me with and rather loosely at that. Once 
beginning to end, it was a most disgust. "Caffeine is bad tor again I was seriously over­
fascinating experience. your body," she said. "But we dressed. Nevertheless, it went 
The flight out was marked do have · carrot juice and pretty well. They hardly asked 
by near constant feasting, avocado slices." any questions at all about how 
beginning with a champagne I passed on that and sat cold it is in Buffalo. Overall, I 
breakfast and ending with a down to wait, perusing a copy was rather pleased, and I think 
gourmet lunch of a rather of the only magazine the firm with some reason: at the end 
peculiar looking sandwich and seemed to subscribe to, my final interviewer said of our 
a small bottle of wine. This was California S1.1,rfer. meeting, "It's been real." You 
intermingled with a number of This was a firm which dealt can't get a better comment 
small snacks. The airborne primarily with insurance com­ than that from a Californian. 
cuisine feature was nice but panies. I figured that my new I would guess that my 
next time they can keep their blue pinstripe would be chances of getting one of these 
food and bubbly and cut the perfect . Wrong- my inter­ jobs is slim to none, but it was 
plane fare. viewer was dressed in a beige a good excuse to leave this 
Then, suddenly, it was there: suit and sand1es (with no tie). frozen wasteland known as 
CALIFORNIA. I landed ,;;- san Great-I was dressed for a New York for a while. The pro­
Diego and a few days later funeral and he looked ready blem with the weather in this 
made my way up the coast to f.or a California cocktail patty. part of the country, of course, 
the most beautiful place on The interview went pretty well, · is that though everyone •talks 
the planet-Santa Barbara. It though the gentleman seemed about it, no one ever does 
was just as I remembered it, more interested in how cold it anything about it. I suppose, 
nestled between the Santa is in Buffalo than in any however, that we must accept 
Ynez Mountains and the qualifications I might have for nature for what it is, though I 
Pacific Ocean, awaiting my a job with his firm. For the tend to agree with what 
return . But, alas, as mentioned most part, his in~uiries_ were George Sand once said: "I have 
earlier, there would be along the lines of "Isn't your no enthusiasm for nature 
precious little time for sun, car cold in the morning when which the slightest chill will 
surf or lecherous living. I (y~s. you get into it?" and "What's it not instantly destroy." In those 
yours truly) actually obtained really like to drive in snow?" immortal words of Jimmy Page 
two interviews with law firms In an attempt to dres$ down and Robert Plant: 
there for summer associate for my second interview, I 
positions (I was quite excited wore my new gray suit. This I've made up my mind, 
• about this considering that no nearly , turned disastrous · I'm making a new. .start, 
one in New York wil_l ,even look before I even got into my inter­ I'm goin'. to Caltfornia 
! at my re-sumej' let _alone give _11 ,vJe~,'~- pfij~e.,i f:.fi-'tft, ar.~iyinfg r iW.it~'. <Wt,~crng:·in 111~!.J;,eart. 
me an interview). at tfie ,rm, t11e recept,oni~t o -
to no more than ten minutes. 
These · resolutions should have 
little or nothing to do with the 
Law School and should have 
strong anti-Reagan flavor 
(meaning, of course, anti­
fascist). 
· Finally, always remember 
that the "enlightened" 
students and faculty members 
are free thinkers who would , 
never dream of inhibiting the 
expression of v,iewpoints that 
are contrary to their own. So if 
you are not yet enlightened, 
this is your chance to become 
a Law School hero or heroine. 
It's really very easy. 
Political Commentary ========= 
Enacting Liquor Bill 
Not Discriminatory 
by Robert Bunky of inhaling smoke from cancer 
sticks? NOW would probably 
· Recently, New York City say "yes" because, while both 
Mayor Ed Koch •put his men and women smoke, only 
signature on a bill requiring the latter become pregnant. If 
bars, liquor stores and anyone or any group is guilty 
restaurants to post warnings of abuse, it is NOW. Its utiliza­
that drinking during pregnancy tion of a highly judgmental 
can cause birth defects. While word ("abuse") to make a 
there may be valid reasons to predominantly emotional 
oppose enactment, the argument distorts the true pur­
arguments advanced by the pose and effect of the bill. 
National Organization for The A€LU believes that the 
Women and the American bill reinforces "h.ilf-truths" 
Civil Liberties Union are ill­ and "inaccurate stereotypes 
conceived (no pun intended). which are harmful and de­
NOW's primary concern meaning to women." What are 
stems from an allegation that these falsehoods and inac­
the bill protects the "unborn at curacies? That drinking can't 
the expense of women's harm a fetus? The medical pro­
freedom." This is an erroneous fession is convinced otherwise. 
statement. The bill in no way That only women can become 
prohibits pregnant women pregnant? The proposition has 
from ingesting alcoholic remained unchallenged since 
su,bstances, nor does it the advent of desi1ner fig­
authorize owners of leaves. 
establishments serving liquor Such radical positions do 
to refuse to do so on the basis nothing to further the women's 
of pregnancy. As Koch noted, movement, but rather discredit 
the bill is merely an attempt to it in the eyes of mar1lnally 
educate the general public sympathetic people. Indeed, it · 
(and not just women) about the is the case that even those ful­
potential adverse conse­ ly in tune with the goals of the 
quences of drinking while movement are turned off by 
pregnant. The issue is not one these unduly provocative 
of discrimination, but of infor­ stances. Instead of alienating 
mation. Rather than inhibiting actual and would-be sup­
women's autonomy, the bill porters in this manner, NOW 
facilitates it by enabling and similar organizations 
women to make an informed · should widen their support 
decision as to whether they base by attacking unfavorable 
should drink while pregnant. A legislation through arguments 
woman is free to ignore these­ that are less extreme and 
warnings and may choose to which appeal to more people. 
litera,lly drink her fetus out of In the the present case, NOW 
existence. should have voiced its objec­
NOW also contends that the tion to the bill on some right to 
bill will not protect women in privacy theory as opposed to 
public places where "they are one based on discriminatory 
likely to be subject to abuse." treatment of women. 
What kind of abuse is NOW When this approach is 
referring to here? Physical? taken, the women's movement 
Mental? Emotional? Is this bill will cease to be bogged down 
any worse than a law requiring in its quest for more political 
the Surgeon General to warn clout by its own short­
the public about the dangers sightedness. 
J:+oTo WORD 
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Your Future Can't Wait Much Longer 
It's time to start preparing for your career after 
law school. Prototype can help you send your 
letters of application to prospective employers in 
law firms and corporations. Our computer 
technology provides custom-typed, professional 
quality cover letters and resum¢s at prices often 
lower than traditional typing services. 
Complete Editing Capability 
No need for retyping when ed iting draits 
16 Typestyles &Symbols to Repetitive Work at Reduced Prices 
Choose From Xeroxing, Printing, Bulk M ailing 
Printed to look like Typeset 
Or Typewritten Pick-Up & Delivery Available 
All Work Guaranteed 
. (ALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3 348 
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_February 1, ·1~ . Page three 
Music, film, Dance, Art: Take Your Choice 
continued from page 2 
and 9:30 p.m ., Woldmanshown in conjunction with thecast live on WBFO (FM 88): Keaton, and The Freshman, que (here translated as "The Theatre, Norton Hall, AmherstFire 'n Ice Winter Carnival, atBilled "A Mozart Birthday Par­ directed by Harold Lloyd, 7:00 Faritastic Toyshop"), a one-act campus. See February 4 listing midnight, Chinese Connectionty," the concert will feature p.m., 170 Millard Fillmore restaging with new for details. and Fists of Fury, Woldmanviolinists Linda Fischer and Center, Ellicott Complex, choreography of a ballet first Dance: The Buffalo Regional ·Theatre, Norton Hall, AmherstDouglas Cone, violists Ben Amherst campus. produced by Ballets Russes Ballet Company performs newcampus . Admission, S1 .75, Simon and Peter Minkler, and featuring a score by 
works by Keith Carcich and
cellist Nancy Anderson, · horn Thursday, February 2 Rossini, and Evangel, set to an students; S2.25, non-students. Gary Marino, 2:30 p .m ., Dance: The Buffalo Regionalplayer Duane Saetviet, and Dance:The Buffalo Regional original percussion score by Katharine Cornell Theatrepianist Sumiko Kohno, 8:00 Ballet Company will give John Santoro and Carcich, 8:00 Ballet Company performs new Ellicott Complex, Amherstworks by Keith Carcich andp.m., Allen Recital Hall, Main .. premier performances of Gary p.m. through Saturday, 2:30 on campus. ·See February 2 listing Gary Marino, 8:00 p .m ., Street campus. Mozart was Marino's Rumanian Dances, set Sunday, Katharine CorneIL for details. Final performance. born in Salzburg on January to music by Bartok, and / Got T<heatre, Ellicott Complex, Katharine Cornell Theatre, Exhibits: Gifts from Korea: Ex- · 
are Ellicott Complex, Amherst27, 1756. Rhythm Variations, set to Amherst campus. Tickets hibit of books on KoreanS2 for students, senior adults campus. See February 2 listing 
culture, history, literature,and the unemployed, are for details. Final performance. politics and music presentf!davailable in advance at Har­ Saturday, February 4 to _Lockwood Memorial Libraryriman Ticket Office, Main Films: Blue Thunder, recent 
Street -campus, 8 Capen Hall, film directed by John Badham, by Yonsei University, con­
sidered the "Harvard ofAmherst campus, and at the 4:30, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., 
.. 
* Kor~a," Lockwood Library.. POSITION door. The discount for the Woldman Theatre, Norton foyer, February 1 through 29,.. * unemployed, however, can on­ Hall, Amherst campus. Admis­* during regular library hours. ly be given at the door. sion, first show only, S1 .25, From Zinc and Stone to Paper,Film: The Night of the Shooting students; S2.25 non-students. 
show of student works in in­
..
.. AVAILABLE * Stars (1982), 4:30, 7:00 and 9:30 Later screening, S1 .75 , taglio lithograph'(, on 
display through February 6 in 
* p.m., Woldman Theatre, Nor­ students; S2.25, non-students. and is 
ton Hall, Amherst campus. Ad­ A series of Burce Lee/Kung Fu 
con­ Bethune Gallery, second floor, 
.. * 
mission, first s·how only, S1 .25, films is being shown in
-tc News Editor of students; $2.25 non-students. junction with the Fire ·•n Ice Bethune Hall, 2917 Main Street 
Hertel. Monday* Later screenings, S1 .75, Winter Carnival. At midnight, near Hours: 
through Friday from Noon to 
-tc 
* students; S2.25, non-students. Enter the Dragon and Return of
-tc 
I the Dragon, Woldman Theatre, 4:00 p.m.; ·Thursday eveningThe Opinion * from 6:00 tr.r9:00. ·Friday, February 3 Norton Hall, Amherst campus. -tc * The New York Landscape: ThisWinter Carnival: Fire 'n Ice Admission, S1 .75 studenfs; 
touring exhibition features col­Winter Carnival, featuring a S2.25, non-students. 
variety of events, some requir­ · Winter Carnival: Fire 'n Ice laborative artistry of 20 poets 
ing admission, will be held Winter Carnival continues on and 20 visual artists, all SUNY 
faculty members. Among thethrough February 5 on the the Amh~rst campus . See 
University's _Amherst campus. February 3 listing for details. artists are U{B poets Robert 
Call 636-2808 for additional in­ Dance: The Buffalo Regional Creeley, Carl Dennis, Irving 
formation. Ballet Company performs new Feldman, Mac Hammond and 
Fiim: The Night of the Shooting works by Keith Carcich . and John Logan, Ul8, painter and 
Stars, 4:30, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., Gary Marino, 8:00 p.m., printmaker Harvey Breverman 
Woldman Theatre, Norton Katharine Cornell Theatre, and Buffalo State College 
Hall, Amherst campus. See Ellicott Complex, Amherst visifar· arhs"t frank ·C. Ekmatr. 
February 2 listing for addi- campus. See February 2 listing Peter Sowiski and Jim Sylvia. 
tiQnal detail. , for details. Through February 15, from 
1Bruce Lee{Kung.;., fu films. Sunday, Febwary 5 9;00 !l.ffl. to 5:00 p.m., Monday 
MO in a series of four,-will be Film: Blue Thunder, 4:30, 7:00 through Friday. 
, 
for their generous support ofthe sullil1ler 1984 internship program: 
NO-NAMES RESTAURANT VARDEN STUDIOS. 
946 Elmwood Ave; Buffalo 484 llawareA 'Ve. Buffalo 
RUBY &-SONS JEWELERS TAI.KING LEAVESBOOKSTORE 
Endicott, N.Y. 3144 Main St. Buffalo 
UNIVERSITYPRESS DON_PIRSON HOME APPLIANCE 
Basement Harriman Hall 3769 Delaware Ave. 
Main Street Campus Tonawanda 
,P'aae fo,ur 
Watchfor BPILPprogramming in February 
I 1 , ,, ,•
'. . ! 
THANKYOUTOALLTICKETSELLERSAND BUYERS 
, , ,. t. , 
I• ' 
Film:Sherlock Jr. 
both directe_d 
College, 
Buster 
music by Gershwin; and Keith 
Carcich's La Boutique Fantas-
*· 
ELECTION TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th * 
* 
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 724 
AllLawStudents Eligible to Ru 
BUFFALO PUBLIC INTEREST LAW PROGRAM 
would like to thank the following businesses 
·----------
New Waves 
These Are Not Your AVerage Cocky Roches 
by Jud Weiksnar . vance were turned away at the sisters head off to the Con- spired by Robert Fripp, pro- reminded her_of Buffalo. She 
Author's not~: My apologies for 
repeatedly misspelling the 
name of David Van Tieghem in 
my last column. 
They· are Maggie and Terre 
and Suzzy-the Roche 
sisters-and they treated a full 
house at the Tralfamadore 
Cafe to their unique style of 
music 'on the last day of 
classes, first semester. The 
crowd was · enthusiastic, ap­
preciative, and generally just 
happy to be there-many who 
had not bought tickets in ad-
ticket office. A sizable number · 
had followed the trio to Buf-
falo from their namesake city, 
Rochester, where they had per-
formed the previ'ous night. , 
How does one describe the 
Roches' music? You could say 
it's folk music that even New 
Wavers can love: ballads 
without cliches; love songs 
without the sap. You know 
what they're saying, but not 
necessarily what they mean. 
Maggie appeared to be the 
folksiest of the three; like she'd 
rather sit home and read t_he 
L.L. Bean Catalogue while her 
tinental. All three sisters sing 
with finely tuned voices and 
have good rapport with the au-
dience. 
By listening to a Roches 
record you can appreciate 
their song-writing talents and 
interesting vocal ar-
rangements. Hearing ·them in 
person leaves you even more 
impressed with their musical 
skills . Their harmonies were as 
precise and beautiful live as on 
Memorex. Terre played her 
acoustic guitar w ith soul, in-
c Iuding an occasion a I 
psychedelic riff, perhaps in-
UJ WE'VE MOVED 
Unive;;,~ss NOW located in Room 213 Talbert Hall 
Ambers~ Campus 636-2846 
Hours 10am - 4: IS pm 
Mon - Fri 
II 'e take' the ll'ork 11111 11f'_i11h l111111i1111 
' I"' • • J ,-~ 
ducer of their first album. They 
started some songs with a syn-
thesized drum to set the beat. 
Knowing their sense of humor, 
they were probably trying to 
mimic the Wurlitzer Rhythm 
Master feeling you get when 
you walk by the organ em-
porium in your favorite shop-
ping mall . 
The audience was familiar 
with the Roches ' music. 
Several times . the first chords 
of a song evoked a ripple of 
applause. The ending notes 
often brought rousing ova-
tions, especially for favorites 
such as "Hammond Song," 
"Mr. Sellack," and "The 
Troubles" ("Going to Ireland"). 
Before that song, Suzzy 
related an interesting story 
about her trip to Ireland. When 
a reporter asked her what she 
thought of Dublin, she said it 
suMMER 
I.AW STUDY 
in 
Dublin 
London 
Mexico City 
Oxford 
: 
-
Paris 
IJ¥,•---P~_htnd . 
;· . ' .. . . . .. .San Diego 
FOf910n Law~ 
Univ. of San Diego 8clloal al Law 
_, A1ce1a Part<. San Diego CA 12110 
, .,.;,,,.;. •••c,t - ' ,. ,. • • • 
had apparently spent some : 
time here a few years back. 
The Roches acknowledged. 
the Christmas season with a 
cape/la versions of " Good King 
Wenceslas" and, yes, " The 
Hallelujah Chorus." Only the 
Roches themselves know for 
sure if they sang .those songs 
straight or tongue-in-cheek. 
Their sincerity shone through, 
however, when they humbly 
thanked the audience between 
encores. The Roches are off. 
the-wall, yet personable. The 
combination breeds a loyal 
following. After all , there's 
nothing worse than cocky 
Roches. 
By the way, you can save S2 
off the price of most Tralf 
events by picking up a student 
discount voucher at the 
Record Outlet/Ticket Office in 
Capen. 
l!MI-.~
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FREE PIZZA!! FREE B·EER!! 
BAR/BRI PRESENTS 
.. STAN-CHESS 
' OiscussingSummer 1983 Bar results 
and introducing thjs sum_~er's new bar revi~w prQgr~. 
. . '. T~~~l',i::eb. 7, 19&4 . . , . 
'1l:15-12:45 
Room to be announced 
·Any questions please contact the following: . 
Sherri Samilow 
Scott Stechman 
Manny Sanchez 
Pat Turner 
Pete Hogan 
Kurt Amend 
Ann Carberry 
Michael Colon 
Kim Crites 
John Curran. 
Jan ·Davidoff Susan Gray 
Neil Dickson Irene HI.rota 
Vic D'Angelo Rita Hubbard 
Mary Pat Enright Tracey Kassman 
Tom Ginter 'Jill Kaw~ 
Lorri Kolbert 
Ed Murphy 
RonOsson 
Jill Paperno 
Chris Renfroe 
Dan Elias 
Steve Wickmark 
:OOobn 401 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 New York, New York 10001 . (212) 594-3696 
. . \ 
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Headrick Dis_cuSSes Res~arch, Law School 
continued from page ·t 
ding lectures and seminars on 
medieval histo11y, and land 
conveyances, and utilizing 
historical sources in British 
libraries. "It was nice to feel 
like I was part of the university 
and one of its colleges, " 
Headrick commented . 
Dean Headrick plans to 
return to England for four to 
six weeks this summer to 
gather additional material, and 
continue work on a rough draft 
he has for either a long article 
or short book. He hopes to 
have a ficst draft completed 
when he returns stateside, in 
order to circulate it to other 
faculty members for advice, 
and to have his work ready for 
publication by the end of 1984. 
No Plans To Leave 
Headrick 's long stay in 
/ England does not indicate any 
definite plans to leave his posi-
tion as Dean. Noting that he 
has been Dean for eight years 
and that " you can' t be in a 
position like this," without the 
thought of leaving for different 
reasons crossing your _mind, 
Headrick asserted that he . 
would put the Law School's 
welfare above his own per-
sonal inclinations. He added, 
however, that he has a very 
strong bias against holding any 
administrative position for too 
long, because even if one en-
joys it, one can become stale 
and jaded, which is detrimen-
tal to the institution. "I en-
joyed my research very much, 
it was nice to get away and 
have time for myself; a·nd I was 
able to gather more material 
than I expected. On the other 
hand, I'm very happy to be 
back here; I was at the end of 
my tolerance for that kind of 
life," Headrick remarked. 
One factor which will play 
an important role in Headrick's 
decision on whether to stay 
will be the Law School's rela-
tionship to the Unviersity. 
"We've been well served in the 
past by the close relationship 
of the Law School to the ad-
ministration," which has been 
reciprocally beneficial, 
Headrick claimed. However, 
that relationship may different 
in the future, because the ad-
ministrative organization of 
the University is changing: two 
academic deans who have 
been supportive of the Law 
School are being replaced by 
the position of "Provost." The 
search for a Provost is_being 
conducted. Headrick ~aid that 
until he more clearly sees the 
impact of this change in 
University administrative 
structure, he can make no 
cfecision whether to stay on as 
Dean. He stressed, however, 
that he would do so if it were 
in the Law School's best in­
terests, adding that he had 
been asked to be a candidate 
for jobs elsewhere, but' had 
declined, because he has no in-
clination to leave Buffalo. 
Law School's Status 
Discussing the state of the 
Law School generally, 
Headrick commented, "I'm 
never wholly happy with 
things," although, comparing 
us to other law schools and 
other divisions of the Universi­
ty,itisclearthat"we'vernade 
a great deal of steady progress 
in the la~t 25 years." Dean 
Headrick noted ·that members 
'Risk' Tourney Organizing 
. There ~~s been ~alk of late - your telephone number and the top players or player ad­
'" organizing a Risk tourna- address; vancing to the succeeding 
7 ' ment. We'd like to know how -how much time you can at- rounds, and the final round 
many people actually would ford per month; taking place at the end of the . 
be interested in participating. -whether you have a -playing semester. The number of 
If you 're into it (and dori't think board; and ·· rounds,: as well as the number 
we're full of it), drop a note in -whether you'd like to be on of players ,that advance to 
Box 443 by February 10 with a rules/procedures c.ommittee. subsequent rounds. would de­
the following info: , The competition would take pend on the number of original 
.,., •::.: ·o•urn"5'fflr;•.,... •.. • • u • • •i5ni~ tl11'1ffl"'4!1TrtiTi'l'atrd'tl' 'tl~~ ...... 
•}',,~-vr~ dff#IYin'' F,,M..~ 'f.'M" 
of the Law School weren't 
without some disagreements in 
philosophy, but that this is a 
healthy sign that we haven't 
lost our vitality. "I'd be disap­
pointed if there weren't a bit of 
tension and conflict," to 
challenge us intellectually, he 
added. 
One problem that does con­
cern Headrick, however, is the 
decline in applications to our 
school. Law school applica­
tions are lower everywhere this 
year, but U/B's applicant pool 
may have been slighlty reduc­
ed by the increase in filing fee 
from S20 to S35, and by the re­
cent $650 tuition increase. 
Although it is also possible 
that the opening of the City 
University Law School at 
downstate Queens College has 
had an effect on the applicant 
pool, from the large number of 
applications received from 
downstate residents, it appears 
not to have had much impact. 
Dean Headrick stated that if 
the applicatiof'! fee were 
responsible for lower applica­
tion rates at U/B Law, he would 
try to get it rolled back, par­
ticularly since the Law School 
admissions committee no 
longe, receives any portion of 
the monies collected in ap­
plication fees . . Headrick also 
promised to forcefully oppose 
any further increases in tuition. 
Mahoney Teaches 
continued from page 1 
guaranteed to the public as a to handle it-to see it in a dif-
whole most often are defended ferent light, which we can't 
whe·n a person accused of a usually do because of our pre-
crime has been deprived of judices." Seeing the problem 
one of those rights ." He ex- in a different lig.tit can 
plained that criminal pro- sometimes be accomplished; 
cedure, more than any other for example, in a child abuse 
area of the law, consistently in- homicide case that Mal:ioney 
vokes constitutional issues, defended, he asked, "Why was 
and that a lawyer can not ef- it that the leading focal physi­
fectively represent a defen- cian on child abuse appeared 
dant unless constitutional as a witness?" (for the father 
issues are timely raised. accused of the crime). Explor-
Asked whether he had any ing such questions can lead to 
qualms about represent'ing finding resolutions of deeper 
clients such as Joseph problems, Mahoney asserted. 
ChristopHer, on whose behalf Mahoney concluded, though, 
the Erie County Public' that it is far more -difficult 
Defenaer has filed an ap- emotionally to reP.resent .a 
pellate brief, M~~ney replied, client you believe morally and 
"Sometimes the worse the pro- legally innocent, because "the 
l>Je~~J~n;,t~i iPJl.illl,v... !lltt.e.Jic;t .of. lrfls>-'fnce do~s 
s_atisfying and challenging it is not assure acquittal." . · • 
. '. •,. , ; ' . . . . ' ' ' •,. { .. 
PAD Serves· .Student, School and ·Profession :" 
, I 
by Jim Lagona throughout- one's legal care.er make valuable contacts . to the law student is assistance part-time employment with 
because of an extensive · . Academically, we hope to in job placement. finding even local attorneys who needFor those of you who have alumni network in over 70 sponsor several prominent part-time employmen~ is very either temporary or permanent
not heard of Phi Alpha Delta cities. These alumni chapters s_peakers and we are difficult in the local legal law clerks. Financial 
Law Fraternity International, keep their members abreast of sponsoring .a Freshman final community. , For permanent ar·rangements are to be 
we believe that some thought changes in the legal profession exams study meeting to aid positions PAD employs an handled by the clerk and
about our Fraternity is in order. · and aid local student chapters first-year law students-prepare International Placement attorney after the match isWe have much to offer you, in professional development for their finals. Director who solicits made. both socially and programs. With all that PAD . Service is the cornerstone of placement assistance and job PAD offers much to itsprofessionally, and the offers, it is deservi11&, of its our Fraternity. In the past we announcements from our members. We invite you.to join
members of PAD-would like to description as "the foremost have sponsored successful alumni members. As a member our chapter and to . take
take this opportunity to legal fraternity in world," and book sales and Red Cross of our Fraternity you will have advantage of the valuable
acquaint you · with our of its motto "service to the blood drives. Both were very access to our • national law . contacts, services, andFraternity since, in reality, PAD student, the law school and the successful last semester, with directory of PAD alumni who fellowship we offer. If you
exists for you. profession _;, the blood drive collecting 57 you can contact directly for would like to know more about 
PAD is an international law . Our own chapter of PAD is a units of blood for use by the job assistance. In addition to our Fraternity, stop by our fraternity consisting of law young chapter that has local community. We would this , we hav.e a Lawyer office in O'Brian 113A, or call 
students, legal educators, and experienced a large growth in like to thank all of those who Assistance Program which will us af 63&-2781 . 
members of the Bench and recent years. In fact, last gave ·of their time and • be in full swing this semester. We wish you much luck this 
Bar, organized to promote semester we doubled our themselves. This program matches PAD semester!! 
professional competency and membership. There are many Our most important service members looking for at least 
achievement within the legal benefits to being a member of 
profession . With 163 student our chapter. Socially, our 
chapters aod over 60 alumni chapter has parties and 
chapters, PAD has more active afternoon "Keggers" , which 
chapters than any other legal bring together students and 
fraternity in the world. As a ease the 'tensions of law 
profession ·al service school. A popular event is the 
organization, PAD's purpose is beer and wings party held 
-~ 
· 
to serve the law student, the during· the second semester. 
law ~school and the legal We also have several social 
profession. Participation in functions with · local alumni 
PAD does not end with members so that our members 
graduation but continues can gain practical advice and 
LaW· Review Seeks 
Student Articles 
The Editorial Board ot the will lend its utmost support to 
Buffalo Law Review is • in­ the refinement of submitted . 
terested in receiving papers of articles; however, it will not 
outstanding quality writteri by undertake to edit the views ex-•·:, 
students who are not members pressed by the student author. 
of the Review. Members of the To be considered seriously 
· Board b~ieve that the Review for publication, a paper must 
: is obligated t 6 provide a forum meet the same standard which 
for all students of the law associate members of the 
school who desire to publish. Review face for promotion: the 
This is not a new pol icy of the paper must be "substantially 
Review: neither of the two stu­ publishable" when submitted 
dent articles in the most recent for editing. Publishable drafts 
issue was written by an must meet, at minimum, a 
associate member. One of the number of criteria, including 
articles was a seminar paper; (1) traditional standards of 
the other is a result -of research research; (2) fully developed 
funded by the Sea Grant Pro­ analysis; and (3) · substantially 
gram. free of major flaws in grammar 
In the future, the Board does or style. 
hope to publish a higher A substantially publishable 
percentage of student work draft may require a number of 
and fewer professional ar­ rewrites. Rewriting can include 
ticles. These student works further research and 
need nofbe written under the "bluebooking" the footnotes, 
supervision of a faculty which must be well-developed. 
member. Indeed, it is the· The Board will compare sub­
Review's intention to foster a mitted articles to the above 
greater degree of academic standards and, ultimately, to 
freedom through the en­ other drafts. If you have any 
couragement of student ar­ questions, please feel free to 
ticles which · articulate i_n­ stop in at the offices of the 
dependent views. The Review Buffalo Law Review, 605 
O'Brian· Hall . 
BE APART OF YOUR NEWSPAPER! 
-
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Success of the Boston Celtics and Larry Blrd 
Should Not Surprise Fans of NBA Basketball 
by Robert Bursky 
Surprised? The fact that the 
Celtics are atop the NBA's 
Atlantic Division, sporting the 
best record in the league, 
raises only the eyebrows of 
those who've been preoc-
cupied with Hogs and Thugs, 
and are just now turning their · 
attention to the basketball 
court. 
Yes, the Celtics are back and 
playing with a vengeance. On a 
recent tear they won twenty of 
twenty-three games - a 
laodable achievement in a 
league where road wins come 
far and few between-and 
- dumped the 76ers into second 
place. There is a pot of gold at 
rainbow's end and the Celtics 
are heading there in grand 
style. In a nutshell, here's why: 
, Larry Bird. 
Bill Fitch, a tempermental 
and unslable personality, has 
departed to Houston, where he 
need not fear winning. He 
alienated many players last 
year by limiting communica-
player with the Celts, so he 
definitely knows how to win. 
Larry Bird. · 
Kevin McHale was resigned. 
He gives the Celts the best 
sixth man in the league. 
Larry Bird. 
Dennis Johnson was ac-
quired in an off-season deal. 
He's a top defensive guard 
who can score when needed, 
and bolsters an otherwise for-
midable defense. 
Did I mention Larry Bird? 
So how will Boston fare this 
year in the playoffs? Very well. 
Well enough to win the cham­
pionship series. "What about 
the Lakers?", you ask? Well, 
what about them? They'll 
coast into the finals as usual, 
but may as well concede 
defeat after capturing the 
Western Conference Cham-
pionship. Los Angeles will have 
to shoot seventy-five percent 
from the field to have a chance 
of beating either Boston or 
Philly. The Lakers can't re­
bound against those teams and 
their high-powered offense will 
tions to their ears and his • die as a result. No one plays 
mouth. Players would sit out a 
few games and lose their posi· 
tions. The team lacked the 
· cohesiveness and stability 
necessary to be a legitimate 
contender. Things are different 
this year. K.C. Jones is easy-
going and . direct in his ap-
proach to the game and player 
relationships . Consequently, 
all know what is expected of 
them. Jones also won eight 
champ_ionships as a former 
the half-court game better 
than Boston and Philadelphia. 
Magic and company will be 
. bullied off the court. · 
The championship series, 
then; will be played in the 
Eastern Conference finals, 
which will pit Boston against 
Philly, arguably the most bitter 
rivalry in professional sports. 
Though the 76ers were over­
whelming last year, the tides 
may have turned . While 
Boston is playing intense ball, 
Philadelphia has turned in 
many lackluster performances. 
When the team wins, it does so 
by a narrow margin. When it 
loses, it gets blown out. It's 
possible that the squad is lay­
ing low until the games mean 
something, but the 76ers cur­
rently look like last year's 
Celtic squad-overtired and 
uninspired. 
The Celtics, on the other 
hand, ha_ve much to prove to 
themselves, their fans and the 
rest of the league after last 
year's humiliating playoff loss 
to Milwaukee. In any sport, 
when top teams battle one 
another, the winner more often 
than not is the team with 
greater desire. This year, the 
motivational edge belongs to 
the Celtics. 
In addition, Boston will cap­
ture the Atlantic Division title 
and thus have homecourt ad­
vantage for the deciding 
seventh game. In no sport is it 
harder to win on the road than 
in the NBA and The Faithful 
will give the Celtics an added 
boost. 
Aside from . the fact · that 
Boston matches up extremely 
well against the 76ers inan-to­
man, there remains the addi­
tional consideration of a pox 
on defending champic>ns. No 
team wins back-to-ba·ck titles 
in the NBA anymore (until the 
Celtics accomptish the feat 
next year) and this trend will 
continue in 1984. 
Boston will beat Philly in 
seven and polish off the Lakers 
in five. 
Boxing and Wrestling: Ringside 
by Pudge Meyer 
Boxing Shorts: . 
Mancini looked sharp in his 
ro1Jnd TKO of Bobby Chacon. 
Although the stopping of the 
fight seemed premature, let­
ting it continue could only 
lead to needless battering. 
...Rockin' Robin Blake, the 
former No. 2 contender for 
Mancini's lightweight title, was 
rocked for ten rounds on the 
way to his second s.traight 
defeat. Last time it · was 
Crawley, this time Arroyo... 
...Sugar Ray Leonard proved 
all he could while he was in the 
ring, establishing himself as 
one of the greatest boxers 
ever-smart, quick on his feet, 
with lightening hands, fine 
defensive skills, great stamina, 
and one-pun.ch put-away 
power. Now he's proving how 
stupid he can be in ~umouncing 
his return to boxing. McCrory.. . 
This writer has no doubt that .. It seems as though 
Leonard could jump into the Michael Spinks has run out of 
ring and beat McCrory, Starl- quality opponents in the light­
ing, and Curry-all in the same heavyweight division. He has 
night. but even in winning, nowhere to go but up... 
Leonard will surely take a few ...Tex Cobb shines in the 
good shots to his damaged eye. movie "Uncommon Valor·." 
And look at poor Sugar Ray Fights we'd like to see: Jeff 
Seales, 1972 Olympic Cold Chandler v . Lupe · Pintor 
Medal winner: ·he fought on (123Ibs.); Juan Roldan v. Rober­
despite damaged retinas and is to Duran; Andre the Giant v. 
presently blind in one eye · Mr. T. in a steel cage match; 
while vision in his other is and Marvis Frazier v. his father 
fading fast. Leonard needs no for putting him the same ring 
part of this . He's a young man with Holmes. 
with a nice family and finan- Wrestling Wrap-Up: It's· 
cial security. He has too little about time Backlund lost his ti­
to gain and too much to lose tle...Andre was a guest on 
by returning to the ring. This David Letterman's show on 
writer hopes that Leonard sees - Monday, January 23. Said he 
things logically while he still once drank 117 glasses of beer; 
can... · he quit drinking fourt~en mon-
...Watch for Pryor's return ths ago and his weight dropped 
from retirement to fight Man- from 545 to 497 lbs.-We 
cini or Welterweight Champ thought he looked slimmer... 
~lJM@~~tf$5 
Save money and receive 
continuous support from 
Jos~phsOn-CESIBRC, Ame.rica's 
·fi·nest academic le.am 
Since most of yo1,1 will eventually take a bar review course, It makes sense to enroll now 
In BRC, the nation's fastest growing bat revieY( cours~ and receive early benefits.·You pay 
only a $50 down payment, and receive the following : ' · 
• BAC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MATERIALS 
SCHOOL • First and second year enrollees will be 
Pre-enrollment in BRC entitles you to entitled to at IPc1st a 10% discount on all 
BRC Law Summaries, the finest bar CES legal Sil• Jy aids, including the Sum 
review materials available, for use & Substance of Law books and lecture 
during law school. These Law cassette tapes, written and delivered by
Summaries are replaced with a new, some of the nation's most outstanding
revised set when you begin actual bar law professors (many author the major . 
preparation in our course. required law school texts). 
· -/ 
JOSEPHSON ISSUE GRAPHS (JIGS) EXAM WAITING LECTURE CASSETTE 
Special·visual study aids - very First year enrollees receive yaluable 
•
popular! 
"How to Write Law School Exams" 
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson
G'-'AAANTEED COURSE PRICE (Standard C-90 audiocassette) 
Stop inflation! By enrolling now, you 
assure yourself of your bar review 
course at existing prices. ~~ -....-.-.......;BRC "BUDDY BUCKS"
-; 
~  
Our "tell a friend" campaign entitles 
you to S20 for each friend who enrolls 
with BRC. Our Campus' Reps have 
Buddy Bucks for distribution. -~r,no~ /BRC 
71 B~y, 17,th Fl., New York, N.Y. 10008 (212) 344-~180 • . (212) 344-8181 . 
